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ON SUBSERIES CONVERGENT SEQUENCES

by M. VALDIVIA
(Received 27th April 1978)

In this article some properties on subseries convergent sequences in locally
convex topological vector spaces are studied and some open questions of (2) are
answered.

The linear spaces we use are defined over the field K of the real or complex
numbers. By "space" we understand separated locally convex topological vector
space. If (P, Q) is a dual pair, a(P, Q) and n(P, Q) are the weak and the Mackey
topology on P, respectively. Given a space E, E* is its algebraic dual and E' stands
for its topological dual. If A is a bounded absolutely convex set of E then EA denotes
the normed space over the linear hull of A with the gauge of A as norm. A sequence
(xn) in E is subseries convergent if for every strictly increasing sequence (nh) of
positive integers the series 2 xnh is convergent. A sequence (yn) is bounded multiplier
convergent if for every bounded sequence (an) of K the series 2 anyn is convergent.

In an article by I. Tweddle (10) the finest locally convex topology 5"0 on E, such
that every measure /x defined over a o--algebra with values in £ is a ^-measure, is
introduced and characterised by means of considering the space G' = G'(E) of the
linear forms v on E so that if (*„) is any subseries convergent sequence in E then

and it is proved there that 3~0 is the Mackey topology /A(IJ, G').
In (2) D. Bucchioni and A. Goldman introduce the finest locally convex topology

3~t such that the topological dual G\ = G\(E) of E[3~,] is formed by all those linear
forms v on E such that if (xn) is any subseries convergent sequence in E then

The topology ST\ is finer than 5"0 and is a bornological and barrelled topology. They
ask the following problems:

1) Is ?F\ the bornological barrelled associated topology to 5"0?
2) Is 5", ultrabornological?

They answer negatively to 1) leaving 2) open. We shall give also a negative answer to
2).

We write IZ to denote the subspace of /" generated by the functions defined on N
and which are characteristic of a subset of N and we consider the dual pair (/', 1%) with
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the bilinear form

If (*„) is a subseries convergent sequence in E let T be the mapping of
E'[a(E\ E)] into ll[a(ll, Q] such that

T(w) = «xn, M>» for every w £ £ ' .

The mapping T is well defined since

On the other hand, if {w,: i £ /, 2=} is a net in fj'[<r(.E', E)] converging to the origin
and if M(/) is the characteristic function of / C TV then

= lim f £lim {(T(Wi), M(J)>: / £ /, ^} = lim f £ <*„, w,>: i £ /, ^ } = 0

and therefore T is continuous. If B is the closed unit ball of /o then T*(B) is a
bounded set of E where T* denotes the transposed mapping to T and T*(B) can be
represented as

{ 2 anxn: (an) £ /?, \an\ « 1, n = 1,2, . . .} .

We denote by £[(*„)] the normed space defined over the linear hull of T*(B)
having T*(B) as unit ball. Considering T* as a mapping from lo onto E[(xn)] it is
obvious that T* is a topological homomorphism and since /o is barrelled (6) then
E[(xn)] is a normed barrelled space.

Proposition 1. In real 1% the absolutely convex hull A of the characteristic
functions of all subsets of N contains %B

Proof. Let / be a subset of N and let M(J) be the corresponding characteristic
function. If x £ 1%, let x(n) be the value of x at n £ N. If x £ iB and takes at most two
values different from zero we obtain three disjoint subsets Nt, N2, M3 of N such that
TV, U N2 U N3 = N and xM = a, n £ Nu xM = B, n £ TV2, JC(/I) = 0 , n £ V3. Then

x =

and therefore x £ A
Proceeding by recurrence we suppose that for an integer p s= 2 all the vectors of iB

that take at most p different from zero values belong to A. Let z be a vector of \B
taking exactly p + 1 different from zero values. We set N = TV| U TV2 U . . . U TVp+2 such
that z takes the value a,- in TV;, 7 = 1, 2 , . . . , p + 1, and in TVp+2 takes value zero and
NinNk = 0, i*k, i, k = l,2,...,p + 2. Since p 3= 2, z takes two different values of
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the same sign. Suppose ax<a2 and a ia 2 >0 . We consider the vectors u,v which
coincide with z in N2 U JV3 U . . . U Np+2 such that u takes value a2 in N| and v takes
value zero in N\. Then u and t; take p non-zero values and since u and v belong to 2B
they belong to A. On the other hand, 0 < aja2 < 1 and thus (aja2)u + (1 - aja2)v = z
and therefore z G A

Proposition 2. In complex /£ f/ie absolutely convex hull A of the characteristic
functions of all subsets of N contains \B.

Proof. Let z be a vector of \B. We set z = Z\ + iz2 where zu z2 are real vectors of
\B. According to the former proposition 2z\ and 2z2 belong to A. Then z =
k2z,) + i(2z2) belongs to A

Theorem 1. Given a space E, E[yu(E, G\(E))] is the inductive limit of the family of
spaces {2J[(JCB)]: (xn) is subseries convergent sequence).

Proof. Let (xn) be any subseries convergent sequence in E. If ^(N) denotes the
o--algebra of all subsets of N and if /A : 0>(N)-> E is defined by

then /x is a vector measure. If v is an element of E* bounded on E[(xn)] then v°fj. is a
scalar additive set function defined on ^(N). Obviously, v is bounded in {2neA xn: A G

and therefore (see 2, p. 177)

and thus u E G',(E).
Reciprocally, if v e G\(E) then t>°/x is exhaustive and therefore bounded (see 2, p.

177), i.e. there is a positive number D such that

sup {| 0 ( 2 *.) I = A e 0>(N)} « D

If 1/ is the absolutely convex hull of

f2
1/164

then, according to Proposition 2,

» ( 2 «vc) :(aB)e/JMa(1|ssl,n = 1,2,.. .}«4 sup{|«(jc)|: x G £/}sup

and thus v is bounded on £[(*„)].
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Note 1. E[/JL(E, G\)] is a barrelled topological space as proved in (2). Theorem 1 is
a stronger result since E[(JL(E, G\(E)] is the inductive limit of a family of normed
barrelled spaces.

Note 2. Let E be the space lolcrUo, I1)]- If en is the function on N which is
characteristic of the set {n} then (en) is a subseries convergent sequence in E. Then
E[(en)] coincides with /£. On the other hand, every subseries convergent sequence in
E is contained in \B for a A > 0 being B the closed unit ball of /o, and therefore,
according to Theorem 1, E[fi(E, G\(E))] coincides with E[(en)] = 1%. According to a
result of A. Pelczynski, every separable subspace of /o is of countable algebraic
dimension and thus the associated ultrabornological space to /o has the finest locally
convex topology and therefore E[fj,(E, G\(E))] = 1% is not ultrabornological (see 4).
This example gives a negative answer to problem 2).

In (2) the class of spaces having properties (5) is defined. A space E satisfies
property (S) if for every subseries convergent sequence (*„) and every sequence (an)
of /', the sequence (anjcn) is subseries convergent in E. It is obvious that if every
subseries convergent sequence (xn) in E is bounded multiplier convergent then E has
property (5).

If X is a completely regular topological space let C(X) and CS(X) be the linear
spaces over K of the K-valued continuous functions on X with the compact-open
topology and the simple topology, respectively.

The authors of (2) ask the following questions:
a) Has CS(X) property (5)?
b) If E is an ultrabornological space, has E property (S)?
They say (2, p. 194) that S. and P. Dierolf have given a negative answer to b). We

shall give here answers to a) and b). We shall need the following result which we gave
in (11): / / the dimension of a space F is a non-measurable cardinal number then F is a
closed subspace of an ultrabornological space.

The sequence (en) in the space lo[a(lo, /')] mentioned above is subseries con-
vergent. On the other hand, the sequence (n'2en) is not subseries convergent in this
space and thus l%[cr(l%, lt)] has not property (5). According to our previous result,
lo[(r(lo, li)] is a closed subspace of an ultrabornological space E and then it easily
follows that E has not property (5) and question b) is thus answered.

Let X be the space /' provided with the topology a(l\ /£)• Obviously, /oM/o, /')]
is a closed subspace of CS{X) and thus CS(X) has not property (S) which answers
question a).

In what follows we shall give answer to questions a) and b) using metrizable
spaces. Let /„ be the vector of /' with vanishing coordinates except that in position n
which has value 1/n2. The vector space /'[(/„)] is dense in /' and the element (an) of /'
with an = 1/n4, n = 1,2,... is not in /'[(/„)]. Then there is a dense hyperplane H of /'
containing /'[(/„)] and not (an). Since (/„) is subseries convergent in H and («„) =
S:=,(l/n2)/n it follows that H has not property (S). We set X = H'[a(H', H)]. Since H
is barrelled as a finite codimensional subspace of a barrelled space (S) it follows that
H is a closed subspace of C(X). On the other hand, it is obvious that C(X) is
metrizable and therefore ultrabornological, (7), (9) and (3). Since H is closed in C(X)
and has not property (5) it follows that the metrizable ultrabornological space C(X)
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has not property (5). Moreover the subseries convergent sequences of C(X) and
CS(X) are the same and thus CS(X) has not property (S).

In (2) the following result is proven: Let (En) be an increasing sequence of
subspaces of a space E covering E. Let STn be a topology on En such that En[^n] is a
Banach space and such that the injections En[3~n] -»£„+,[£Tn+1], n = 1,2,... are con-
tinuous and E is the inductive limit of (£n[^"n]). Suppose that the unit ball Bn of
En[STn\ is universally measurable in E {which happens if, for instance, En[STn] is
separable). Then E has property (S).

The authors of (2) ask if the former result is true whenever Bn is not universally
measurable in E, n = 1,2,.... We give an affirmative answer in Theorem 2.

Proposition 3. Let E be a Br-complete space and let ST be a separated locally
convex topology on E, coarser than the original topology. If (xn) is a subseries
convergent sequence in E[3~\ then (xn) is bounded multiplier convergent in E[3~],

Proof. Let v: /O[M('O, /')]-» £[51 be the mapping defined by v((an)) = 2 anxn, for
every (an) G /£. We know that v is continuous. If F denotes the completion of E[3~]
we extend v to a continuous mapping v of l°°[fi(l°°, /')] into F. If U is the closed unit
ball of /" it is obvious that v(U) is compact in F and since /o is dense in /" then EHU)
is the completion of E[(xn)].

Let / be the canonical injection of £[(*„)] into E. Since J:E[(xn)]^>E[T\ is
continuous then / has closed graph in £[(*„)] x E and, according to the fact that E[(xn)] is
barrelled, / is continuous by Ptak's theorem, (8).

Let z be any point of v(U). We select a sequence (zn) in E[(xn)] converging to z in
£„-<[/). The sequence (J(zn)) = (zn) is a Cauchy sequence in E and, since E is complete,
(zn) converges to y in E and also in E[3~\ and thus y = z. Then v(U) is contained in E
and therefore the element 2 anxn, (an) E T, of F belongs to E which implies that (xn) is
bounded multiplier convergent in E.

Theorem 2. In a space E let (An) be a sequence of bounded absolutely convex sets
such that:

1. EAn is a Banach space, n = 1,2,...
2. The linear hull of U{An: n = \,2,...} coincides with E.

If (xn) is any subseries convergent sequence then (xn) is bounded multiplier convergent.

Proof. We set

C = (A, + A2 + • • • + An) n E[(xn)].

The sequence (nCn) of absolutely convex sets covers E[(xn)] and according to the fact
that E[(xn)] is barrelled and using a theorem of I. Amemiya and Y. Komura (1) there
is a positive integer p such that the closure Cp of Cp in E[(xn)] is a neighbourhood of
the origin in this space. If F denotes the linear hull of Cp in £[(*„)], the canonical
injection / of F in the Banach space EAl+A2+...+Am is quasi-closed and according to a
result of Ptak (8), / is continuous.

If z belongs to E[(xn)] there is a sequence (zn) in F converging to z in E[(xn)]. The
sequence (/(zn)) = (zn) is a Cauchy sequence in EAi+Al+.. .+Ari and therefore converges
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in this space to an element which has to coincide with z and thus F = E[(xn)]. We
apply the former proposition to obtain that the sequence (xn) is bounded multiplier
convergent.
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